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180mo****
2023/07/18

What is insurance processing history information?
Data exists only when the insured or the perpetrator chooses insurance processing, so the presence or absence of
insurance processing history does
not necessarily mean the presence or absence of an accident. Even if there is a repair amount processed in the
insurance processing history, the underestimation of the amount
does not necessarily match the presence or absence of an accident and the result of the determination.
If there is insurance processing history information, refer to the relevant information,
check the performance/condition check record and Encar diagnosis evaluation results together, and then
comprehensively determine whether the vehicle has had an accident and the repair status. It is a reasonable way to
select a used car.

Hyundai, Accent (new), 2019, Sedan 4-door

doesn't exist

0 times/ 1 time

Total loss: 0, Theft: 0, Submersion (total loss/minute
loss): 0

doesn't exist

1 time, 1?666?682 won

※ This used car accident history information was written based on the information inquiry date.

producer hyundai car name Accent (new)
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Period of unavailability of information November 2022 ~ May 2023

year 2019 fuel used Gasoline

Displacement 1368cc body shape sedan 4 door

Usage and
vehicle type private car Date of initial insurance November 15, 2019

※ This information is general automobile information and is provided as a reference to check 180 **** vehicles.
In the case of imported cars or special vehicles, there may be omissions or errors in some information.

Business (rental) use history No history of use

Business (general) use history No history of use

Usage history No history of use

※ This information is provided by searching for all past
license plate number change records of 180 **** vehicles. there is.

July 14, 2023 change of owner    

November 15, 2019 first vehicle number 180mo**** private car  

total loss insurance
accident No history of total loss insurance accident  

flood insurance accident No history of flood insurance accident  

theft insurance No history of theft   

※ You can check whether there has been a total loss accident, theft accident, or flooding accident among the accident records
processed by automobile insurance, and the

flooding accident may be a minor accident due to partial flooding.

According to the source of the repair cost (insurance money), we provide records of damage and repairs of
180 cars **** caused by car accidents by dividing
them into '① when paid by one's own car insurance' and '② when paid by another person's car insurance'
. (Excluding personal accidents)

① My car accident covered by my car insurance

This is a breakdown of damages suffered by a 180-mo**** vehicle in an automobile accident as insurance for the
vehicle.

Presence of accident: none

* It is not possible to provide information on the repair cost paid by the self-vehicle damage insurance as it is the period of non-
subscription for damage to the vehicle.

② My car accident handled by other car insurance

This is a breakdown of damages suffered by a 180-mo**** vehicle in an automobile accident as insurance for the
vehicle.

Presence of accident: none

If the damage/repair record of the car is handled simultaneously by both the car insurance and other car
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180 Mo**** The vehicle caused damage to property such as another person's car, and the damage
was treated as the vehicle's auto insurance. (Personal accidents are excluded)

Accident date: January 17, 2022 Repair cost: KRW 1?666?682

part 1?028?388 won Ball Lim 261?860 Won stamp 376?434 won

※ The Insurance Development Institute (www.kidi.or.kr) is an insurance premium rate calculation agency established
in accordance with Article 176 of the Insurance Business Act, and the used
car accident history information service (www.carhistory.or.kr) is based on Article 86, Subparagraph 1 of the
Enforcement Decree of the Insurance Business Act.
Provided based on

Aug 24, 2023

insurance due to the negligence of both parties ,
only '① My car accident processed by my car insurance' is displayed and '② My car accident handled by
other car insurance' is omitted.

This information is related to damage to the other party's vehicle or property due to a car accident, and is
provided so that you can indirectly check whether or not
your vehicle is damaged by referring to the amount of damage to the other party's vehicle or property .
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